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Abstract
One of the main goals of anywhere augmentation is the development of automatic algorithms for scene acquisition in augmented
reality systems. In this paper, we present Envisor, a system for online construction of environment maps in new locations. To
accomplish this, Envisor uses vision-based frame to frame and landmark orientation tracking for long-term, drift-free registration.
For additional robustness, a gyroscope / compass orientation unit can optionally be used for hybrid tracking. The tracked video
is then projected into a cubemap frame by frame. Feedback is presented to the user to help avoid gaps in the cubemap, while
any remaining gaps are filled by texture diffusion. The resulting environment map can be used for a variety of applications,
including shading of virtual geometry and remote presence.
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1. Introduction
The quality of augmentation possible with existing
augmented reality (AR) technologies has drastically improved in recent years, thanks to advances in tracking, modeling, and rendering techniques. However, this
improved quality often carries the price of increased
startup effort, as these new techniques require expensive
hardware and careful measurement, calibration, modeling and instrumenting of the environment before they
can be used. These setup costs form a barrier to entry that hinders experimentation with AR technology
by potential casual users. The goal of Anywhere Augmentation is to develop algorithms and applications
that reduce or eliminate these startup costs by using
commonly available components, ubiquitously available data sources, and online data acquisition algorithms.
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One important component of modeling new scenes
is the acquisition of an environment map. As an imagebased representation of the light distribution around a
single position, environment maps have many uses in
AR systems. Most commonly, they can be used for realistic shading of virtual geometry [1,9,13] for more
seamless integration of virtual objects into the physical
scene. They are also useful for remote presence applications [26], as a simple way of representing a remote
environment, e.g. as a backdrop in a tele-collaboration
system, or in low-bandwidth first-person interfaces like
QuickTime VR models [19].
In this paper, we present Envisor, a system for the automatic, online construction of environment maps using
a hand-held or head-worn camera. Envisor tracks the
camera’s orientation using optical flow of sparse corner
features for relative camera motion, and dynamically
acquired landmark features to provide long-term driftfree registration. If the system is likely to be used in
environments where reliable vision data cannot be depended on continuously (e.g. large occlusions, highly
dynamic scenes, heavy motion blur), the camera can optionally be integrated with an auxiliary sensor such as
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Fig. 1. A cylindrical projection of an environment map constructed using Envisor with a camera on a tripod.

a gyroscope / compass orientation tracker for increased
robustness, though this is not a requirement.
To construct an environment map, Envisor’s tracked
video stream is projected into a cubemap frame by
frame. Portions of the frame that are determined to be
dynamic are masked from the projection, in an attempt
to store only the background elements in the environment map. As a user may forget exactly which portions
of the scene still need to be acquired, Envisor provides
visual feedback in the form of arrows that indicate to
the user which regions remain. To combat the inevitable
gaps that will still arise, texture diffusion is used to
smoothly fill in gaps to reduce their visual impact.
The contributions of this work are the combination of
landmark and frame to frame components in the visionbased orientation tracking employed by Envisor, and the
Envisor application for constructing environment maps
online, automatically. As a demonstration of the usefulness of these contributions to the AR community, Envisor can use its acquired information to shade virtual
geometry so it appears lit by the physical scene. We analyze the performance and impact of error on Envisor
in a simulator and then confirm these results by capturing real panoramas with both hand-held and tripodmounted cameras in indoor and outdoor environments
(see Figures 1, 15, 16, and 17).

goals of Anywhere Augmentation, because of the required special hardware, careful measurement, and offline preprocessing. Envisor works online and automatically with just a regular video camera.
Established techniques for panorama stitching or mosaicing [12,25,24,5] focus on rectifying the transformation across each entire image, over the full set of images. This creates globally optimal panoramas, but requires an offline solution, as all data must be available
for processing simultaneously. There are systems that
provide realtime mosaic results while waiting to compute a global refinement [2,22], by only computing local refinements online. This results in significant errors
across the panorama that cannot be resolved without
global optimization. Global solutions pose a problem
for online acquisition systems that use video feeds for
data, as all the images must be stored separately so they
can all be processed and adjusted in the final optimization step. For sparse sets of images, storage is not a
problem, but storing each frame of a tracked video and
then computing a global solution among them is prohibitive. The goal of Envisor is to achieve tracking of
sufficient quality to make global optimization unnecessary, enabling it to greedily project each video frame
as it comes in, making the running storage requirement
just a cubemap.
In the context of augmented reality, there is ample
previous work on landmark vision-based and hybrid
tracking systems. The basic approach in general is to
use vision-based methods for landmark feature recognition, combined with gyroscopes for robustness. An
earlier system that uses a silhouette of the horizon as
a stable landmark for vision only orientation tracking
was presented by Behringer [4]. More recently, Satoh et
al. [21] presented an outdoor orientation tracking system that uses user-specified patches of image texture as
landmarks, fused with a gyroscope. You and Neumann

2. Related Work
Environment map acquisition is an important component of photorealistic AR applications. The most common approach used is to take one or more carefully
calibrated photographs of a mirrored sphere, which can
then be processed offline before being used for rendering [1,9]. Other options include using a camera with a
fish-eye lens [13], or using an omnidirectional camera
[26]. However, these approaches are all contrary to the
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[27] demonstrated a position and orientation tracker
that uses offline acquired landmark features and a gyroscope in an Extended Kalman Filter framework. Most
recently, Reitmayr and Drummond [20] introduced a robust 6DOF outdoor hybrid tracking system that matches
video frames to a pre-acquired scene model. The limitation of each of these systems it that they depend on
offline measurement of the scene before they can be
used. This requirement sets up a barrier to entry that
hinders casual use of these tracking solutions.
Most similar to Envisor is the work of Montiel and
Davison in visual compassing [17]. They build off previous work on single camera simultaneous localization
and mapping (SLAM) [6], using a complex Extended
Kalman Filter formulation of the tracking problem to
compute orientation from dynamically acquired landmark features. This work is significantly different from
the algorithm we present, primarily in that our approach
utilizes a more modular design, combining two configurable tracking modalities to achieve similar tracking
performance. Additionally, the use of RANSAC and a
larger number of simple features per frame suggests that
Envisor will exhibit greater robustness to dynamic scene
elements, though a direct comparison is not available.

Fig. 2. Top to bottom: (a) A frame from a video with the tracked
features drawn on top. Each point is a feature in the frame to frame
tracking – red are outliers, yellow have been inliers for a few frames,
and green have been inliers for many frames. Features with a circle
around them have been put in the landmark map. The trail on each
feature shows its recent history. (b) A visualization of the landmark
map after the camera has been swept across a full hemisphere. The
cyan circles show the 3D positions of each recorded landmark. The
purple frustum shows the camera’s current viewing volume, and the
red, yellow and green points are the features currently being tracked.

3. Vision-based Tracking
The first contribution of this paper is the vision-based
tracking technique developed to provide drift-free orientation registration. The tracking uses two separate measures, a frame to frame relative rotation and a landmarkbased absolute orientation, which are combined in the
final result. While the techniques described here focus on 3DOF tracking, the results are applicable to full
6DOF camera pose tracking as well.
Before tracking, the camera’s intrinsic parameters
must be measured in a one-time offline calibration procedure. The OpenCV [14] implementation of Zhang’s
technique [28] is used for this purpose, which measures
the focal length, center point and radial distortion of the
camera. The distortion parameters are used to correct
the position of features in the image, as well as to undistort each frame on the GPU so the image will match the
pinhole perspective model of OpenGL.

are found using Shi and Tomasi’s [23] good features
operator, which greedily selects a set of “corner” features, where corners are defined as image patches with
strong gradients in two directions. The motion of these
features between consecutive frames is determined using a pyramidal version of Lucas and Kanade’s optical
flow algorithm [16], which uses a hierarchy of different resolution images to efficiently match sparse image
patches between two frames. See Figure 2(a) for a visualization of these features. As features are lost (moved
out of the field of view, or could not be tracked), new
features are added incrementally when the number of
features drops below a threshold.
With OpenGL’s pinhole camera model, it is trivial to
project 2D features on the image plane into 3D points
on the viewing sphere. The optimal rotation between
corresponding sets of 3D positions is computed using
Horn’s absolute orientation technique [11], which works
by constructing a special 4x4 matrix from the set of

3.1. Frame to Frame
The first half of the vision-based tracking algorithm
computes a relative rotation between two consecutive
frames from the differences in position of a matching
set of feature points in the two images. Initial features
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feature pairs. This matrix has the property that its maximal eigenvector is a quaternion representing the optimal rotation. This approach has many nice qualities. It
is a non-iterative technique that does not require further
refinement and only trivial quaternion normalization as
a post-processing step, though even this is not strictly
necessary. The computation is very fast, and takes the
same amount of time for small or large numbers of feature pairs. This is especially useful as it reduces the impact of tracking with large numbers of features. It also
provides for easy integration in a RANSAC [8] implementation as both the estimation and refinement steps,
which is necessary for robustness against likely outliers
in dynamic, real-world environments.

vector and a feature descriptor. When a landmark is
created, the patch around it in the image is used to create
a SURF descriptor, using the code provided by Bay,
Tuytelaars, and Gool [3]. The result is a 64 float vector
that uniquely identifies that patch of image texture.
Once landmarks are in the map, they must be reacquired when they come back into the camera’s field of
view. If a landmark is expected to be in the field of view
(by projecting known landmark locations to the camera’s estimated orientation), the landmark is searched
for in a small region about its expected location. To do
this, Shi and Tomasi’s good features operator is used to
find candidate points inside a small search region, and
then SURF descriptors are computed for each of those
features. These descriptors are compared to the landmark descriptor and if a match is found, the feature is
linked to the landmark and entered into the frame to
frame tracker. After a certain number of failed attempts
to reacquire a landmark feature, the landmark is determined to be lost and is removed from the map. Matching descriptors are determined by normalizing the two
descriptors to have a magnitude of one and then computing the dot product, which is thresholded.
During tracking, the landmarks are used twice, once
as part of the regular frame to frame rotation estimate,
and separately to find an orientation estimate from just
the landmarks. This separate estimate uses the same algorithm as the frame to frame tracking, but instead of
computing the rotation between each landmark’s position in the previous and current frame, the rotation from
the landmark’s world stabilized position to the current
frame position is generated. RANSAC is still applied,
because while landmarks are assumed to be static features, they may still change – for example, a landmark
feature may be on a parked car, but after some time the
car may drive away and the landmark will have changed.
Landmarks that are outliers a certain number of times
will eventually be discarded.

3.2. Landmarks
The second half of the vision-based orientation tracking adds landmarks to the frame to frame feature tracking system to combat drift during long tracking runs.
Drift is a problem because integration of the frame to
frame tracking’s relative measurements accumulates the
small errors in each measurement, which can create
large differences between the estimated and actual orientations. Identifying and reusing absolutely positioned
landmark features addresses this problem by providing
a periodic direct measurement of absolute orientation
rather than relative rotation.
Existing landmark based tracking systems [6] use
some sort of uniquely identifiable feature such as large
image patches, or SIFT [15] or SURF [3] features for
landmarks. These heavyweight features are used to recognize when the tracker is revisiting previously seen
regions, as well as during the frame to frame update of
currently visible features. This approach can be simplified, as the uniquely identifiable nature of landmarks are
not necessary for frame to frame updates – since landmarks will agree with the motion of the rest of the scene,
they will be inliers in the lightweight frame to frame
tracking result discussed earlier. Therefore, optical flow
based tracking is sufficient for the feature update step,
and the utility of landmarks is only to uniquely identify
features. Additionally, since a landmark feature does
not change from when it starts being tracked to when
it leaves the field of view, the landmark identification
only needs to happen during feature initialization.
To first create landmarks, features that are inliers for
a number of consecutive frames are promoted if they
are far enough apart from existing landmarks, which are
stored in a set called the map (see Figure 2(b)). Each
landmark has its associated world coordinate direction

3.3. Hybrid Tracking
The two vision-based tracking modalities - frame to
frame and landmark tracking - are combined to produce a higher quality final tracked result. The landmark
vision tracking provides an absolute orientation, but is
not available each frame as enough landmarks may not
be visible. The frame to frame vision tracking provides
an angular velocity estimate with a low amount of error assuming slow camera motion, but integration over
time creates drift. When a landmark measurement is
available, it is used as the current orientation estimate,
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and when enough landmarks are not available, the relative measurement of the frame to frame tracking is integrated into the previous orientation estimate. This way,
the benefits of both modalities are gained in the final
tracker.
Since vision-based tracking is not always reliable in
some environments (with insufficient texture or highly
dynamic content), other sensors can optionally be used
as well when the vision sensors fail. For example, an
InertiaCube 2 provides an absolute orientation measurement that is always available but has greater error than
the vision measurements. It could be used when the
vision tracking fails to improve robustness. A simple
way to integrate it would be to use its relative rotation
measurements to update the orientation estimate when
vision-based tracking is not available. More sophisticated sensor fusion could also be employed, but we
leave this for future work.
4. Environment Map Construction
The second main contribution of this work is the Envisor application, which uses the tracked video stream
to create an environment map of the surrounding scene
online and fully automatically. The first step of this process is to project each frame of the video into a cubemap
based on the tracked orientation estimate. To guide the
acquisition process and reduce the likelihood of missed
regions, feedback is given to the user to indicate which
regions of the scene still need to be acquired. Finally,
since small gaps will be unavoidable, a texture diffusion
process is used to blend surrounding pixels into those
gaps, reducing their visual impact.

Fig. 3. Top to bottom: (a) Gap searching proceeds by rotating the
view vector around each of 8 evenly-spaced vectors perpendicular to
the view direction. Here, the view vector is rotated about the right
vector. Along each sample vector si , the cubemap is sampled to see
if there is a gap. (b) Eight arrows are drawn around the periphery to
show the user where gaps remain. The intensity of an arrow is based
on how many of the sample vectors along that direction detected
gaps. In this example, the user has just completed a circular sweep,
so there are no gaps to the left or right.

4.2. Gap Avoidance
Enabling user avoidance of gaps means giving the
user useful feedback during the acquisition process that
allows him or her to more intelligently direct the camera. In a wearable context, a user interface that simply
presents the user with the cubemap and allows panning
around the view is too complex, as it would require significant cognitive load and manipulation of the wearable input device. Instead, the feedback should be more
tailored to low cognitive load with no interaction requirement. Envisor presents a passive display of a set of
arrows around the current view that indicate which directions gaps are present along. See Figure 3(b) for an
example image. As there are fewer unfilled pixels along
a certain direction, that arrow will become more transparent until it disappears when all the gaps are filled.
Creating these arrows requires efficiently sampling
the pixels along each direction and testing for gaps (to
make this determination easy, the starting cubemap is

4.1. Cubemap Projection
Envisor uses an OpenGL cubemap to store the generated environment map. Each frame, the orientation and
intrinsic parameters of the camera are used to render
the video image into the cubemap using a frame buffer
object. This is done by computing the direction vectors
from the camera’s position to the corners of the camera image and drawing a texture mapped quad into each
cubemap face using those direction vectors as the corners of the quad (cubemaps are indexed by direction
vector, so this puts the projected image in the correct
position). An alpha mask is used that gradually falls off
around the border, to make sure each frame smoothly
blends into the cubemap, reducing the jarring effects of
any inconsistencies.
5

Fig. 5. An example of gap filling. At the end of an acquisition, gaps
may remain, especially around the north and south pole. Here, the
north pole gap is filled.

Fig. 4. Layout of the cubemap faces in the atlas texture. The black
outline marks where the cubemap faces are sampled from when
applying the texture diffusion.

thing to fill these gaps, as they create a very distracting visual artifact (the appearance of obvious “holes”
in the environment map and shaded geometry). The fast
image inpainting algorithm of Oliveira et al. [18] is a
good candidate to use for the gap filling, but it requires
user input to place diffusion boundaries. The technique
can be adapted to be fully automatic however, with just
the diffusion component and no boundaries. The advantages of this approach are numerous. First, it can easily be implemented on the GPU, which is in line with
the goal of avoiding readback of GPU data to the CPU.
Second, it is an incremental algorithm, so a little work
can be done each frame without impacting the overall performance. And finally, a modified version can be
made to gracefully handle updates of gap regions as
new projected pixels are incrementally filled in. As this
will happen often, it is important for the gap filling to
be able to respond to the new data immediately.
The basic approach is to use a fragment shader that
implements a diffusion function. Pseudocode for the
shader is as follows.

set to black with alpha values of 1, and when pixels are
drawn in from the video image, their alpha values are
set to 0). To sample the cubemap along each direction,
the camera’s view, right and up vectors (d, r and u
respectively) are extracted from the camera’s extrinsic
pose. The right and up vectors can be used to create 8
cardinal directions around the viewing direction. Then
for each of these axes, the view vector is rotated about
the axis incrementally in the range of [0..180] degrees
(see Figure 3(a)).
An obvious way to implement this would be to read
back the pixels from the cubemap along the sample
vector directions, but this pixel readback is extremely
slow as it breaks GPU pipelining by introducing a stall.
Since the panorama construction has heavy CPU and
GPU use, good pipelining is critical for performance, so
keeping the computation on the GPU is important. To
accomplish this, the cubemap is sampled by drawing a
point with the sample vector as its texture coordinate.
The series of samples are combined by blending with an
additive blend function, and a simple fragment shader
is used to test the sampled values to see if they are
gaps or not and output 1 or 0 appropriately. The result
is 8 pixels in an offscreen buffer, each with an alpha
value that represents the weight for the corresponding
direction. Then when drawing the arrows in the user
interface, the geometry simply has this texture applied
with the appropriate pixel’s coordinate passed as the
texture coordinates for the entire arrow.

center = sample texture at center of kernel
avg = 0
count = 0
dist = MAX
for each pixel in kernel
{
samp = sample texture at kernel pixel
dist = min( dist, samp.a )
if( samp.a <= center.a )
{
avg += samp
count += 1
}
}
avg /= count;
avg.a = dist + 1
if( count == 0 || center.a < avg.a )
output = center
else

4.3. Gap Filling
Even with user feedback, gaps are still likely to occur,
though they may be smaller. It is important to do some6

output = avg

stage

This shader operates as follows. First, all pixels in
the cubemap are initialized with an alpha value of 1,
while projected pixels are set to have an alpha value of
0. During diffusion, the alpha value is used to encode
the distance from a filled pixel – pixels with alpha 0
are filled, pixels with alpha 1 have not been diffused
into yet, and alpha values in between designate the distance that pixel is from the nearest filled pixel. The
shader computes an RGB value that is the average of
all the surrounding pixels that have a distance less than
or equal to the distance of the center pixel. It also finds
the minimum distance to the center pixel. The new output value is then the average RGB and the minimum
distance plus one for the alpha value.
One advantage of this implementation is that it does
not repeatedly recompute pixels that have already been
diffused, which would result in their colors slowly fading due to the global average value. Also, by using the
distance as part of the criteria for deciding to update a
pixel, when new regions of the image are filled, the new
smaller distances of nearby pixels will insure they get
updated. See Figure 5 for an example.
The remaining difficulty is to implement the diffusion
on a cubemap, with correct diffusion between cubemap
faces. The solution is to do the diffusion in a regular 2D
texture that has been filled in with the cubemap faces
laid out so the boundaries of the embedded faces meet
as they do on the actual cube. The particular layout used
is from Gu [10], which can be seen in Figure 4. Before
a diffusion step is computed, the cubemap is drawn
into the atlas texture as shown. Then the diffusion is
computed by drawing each face back into the cubemap
with the diffusion shader enabled, sampling from the
atlas texture. This way pixels at the boundary of one
face will correctly sample from the abutting faces as
needed.
To save on performance, the texture diffusion is actually computed on a subsampled cubemap with faces
sized 64x64 pixels (while the full resolution cubemap
is 512x512 or greater). As the diffused texture is very
low frequency, this does not impact the visual quality.

Athlon Xeon Pentium

video decoding 13.0

8.5

11.2

undistortion

0.3

0.3

0.3

preprocessing total

13.3

8.8

11.5

KLT tracking

24.5

15.7

28.6

RANSAC

0.3

0.5

0.7

landmarks

40.1

33.9

24.5

tracking total

65.2

50.5

54.2

cubemap update

2.7

2.3

3.7

total
81.2 61.6 69.5
Table 1
Average times (in ms) of the various stages of Envisor, on three
computers. The preprocessing and tracking are broken up into their
component stages, and timings are presented for each stage as well
as the frame total. The final total is the start to finish for each frame
of the test application.

diffusion process has filled in those gaps.
To demonstrate an application of the constructed environment maps, we implemented a simple material
shader that uses a blurred environment map as a glossy
reflectance map for rendering virtual geometry [7]. See
Figure 6 for an example of virtual geometry shaded using the panorama from Figure 1.
5.1. Performance
This work was tested on three machines: a desktop
with a 2.1GHz AMD Athlon CPU and an NVIDIA
GeForce FX 6200 graphics card, another desktop with
a 3.0GHz Intel Xeon and an NVIDIA GeForce 7800
GS, and a laptop with a 2.0GHz Intel Pentium M CPU
and an NVIDIA GeForce Go 6600. The camera used
was a Unibrain Fire-i400 camera with a 4mm lens. In
general, we experience around 15 frames per second in
the testing application, which runs off of a pre-recorded
MPEG encoded video and accompanying metadata file.
See Table 1 for more detailed timing data. The GPU
implemented steps of the technique are not accurately
represented in the timing data because of the difficulty
in accurately measuring the stages separately given the
GPU’s heavy pipelining. Because of the way the GPU
stages are implemented however, they are able to completely overlap the CPU portions of the algorithm, and
so do not impact the final per-frame running time. This
was confirmed by comparing timing data with and without the GPU components of the application, which were
not significantly different.
Unfortunately, some of the steps that take the most
time are fixed costs. When SURF features are used for

5. Results
See Figure 1 for an example of an environment map
constructed by Envisor from a camera on a tripod. While
a few misregistrations are evident, particularly in regions that are close to the camera, they are minor. Since
the camera was on a tripod, it was unable to acquire the
scene directly above or below its position, so the texture
7

5.2. Tracking
For testing purposes, we used a selection of different
cameras: a Unibrain Fire-i, a Unibrain Fire-i400, and a
Point Grey FireFlyMV. They cover a range from consumer level to mid-range lab cameras. Mostly, we used
the Fire-i400 because it has the widest field of view, at
51◦ . A wider field of view means the feature tracking
is less likely to get distracted by large occluders such
as a person walking by, and that potentially faster motion can be tracked. It also improves the robustness of
the tracking against regions of uniform texture, as such
regions will have to be much larger to fill the camera’s
field of view. However, the most significant impact of
the wider field of view was that it made environment
map construction much faster as fewer sweeps around
the scene were needed, which definitely improved the
usability of Envisor.
The accuracy of the tracking was tested by moving
the camera through a circular sweep at roughly 20◦ per
second, on a tripod in a large room under ideal tracking
conditions. The tracking is accurate enough that after
completing the loop, the camera is off of the original
orientation by 0.2◦ . This is significant, as it means that
the characteristic discontinuity at the end of a closedloop in panorama stitching, which generally requires a
global refinement to the stitching, is not as important
for Envisor. This accuracy is also sufficient for the landmarks from the beginning of the sweep to be reclaimed
as they come back into view. This means that as long as
good tracking conditions are maintained, Envisor is capable of long-term drift-free orientation tracking. However, because the landmark features are originally initialized off of the frame to frame tracking results, if the
relative orientation gets distracted the landmarks will
incorporate that error into their positions. If this error
is too large, the reacquisition of old landmark features
will fail, causing them to be discarded and new landmarks acquired in their place. Because of these limitations, the vision based tracking alone is not robust to
poor tracking conditions such as total occlusion. Under
good conditions, the tracking is successful indefinitely.

Fig. 6. Virtual geometry shaded using the acquired environment map
from Figure 1. The environment map is filtered first to create the
appearance of a silver material with a glossy finish. The teapot is
superimposed over the acquired environment map.

landmarks, there is a step to compute the integral image of the video frame. This expensive operation is performed even if only one SURF descriptor is needed.
However, better performance can be achieved by not
doing every step of the algorithm every frame. For example, only looking for new landmarks every 3 frames
yields a large improvement to the average framerate.
Similarly, one of the slowest components of the KLT
tracking is initialization of new features, which can
also be done every few frames. By distributing periodic workloads across frames (interleaving KLT feature
initialization and landmark searching, e.g.) the performance can be increased. How aggressively this can be
done depends on the expected speed of camera motion and dynamic nature of the scene. For faster camera
motion, features will be in the field of view for fewer
frames, and so all tracking operations must happen frequently. More dynamic scenes will need better robustness to outliers, which requires more features processed
more frequently. These considerations are important on
a per-application basis.
The ability to tune the performance of the frame to
frame and landmark feature tracking separately is an
additional advantage of the approach to tracking used
in this work. The level of configurability to particular
application needs is very high – for example in a scene
with consistent strong texture and very few dynamic elements, landmark tracking updates by themselves may
be sufficient, without relying on frame to frame measurements to fill gaps. Alternately applications such as
fully immersive VR or games that only needs angular
velocity input could use only the frame to frame updates without the landmark corrections. This advantage
is in contrast to black box tracking solutions that only
rely on one tracking modality.

5.3. Environment Mapping
The quality of the resulting environment map from
Envisor depends heavily on the quality of the tracking
data obtained. People are very sensitive to small registration errors when tracking results can be compared directly, side-by-side, as they are in an environment map at
the borders between projected frames. Visible gaps and
8

jumps negatively affect the appearance of a panorama.
While the tracking presented here is able to rely on a
variety of different modalities, only the frame to frame
relative updates create seamless blending within the environment map, as they directly compute the optimal
transform between two frames. If there are errors in the
tracking from bad video data or random noise in the
landmark orientation measurement, this will result in
discontinuities in the environment map. However, depending on the target application, these discontinuities
may not be a problem. For example, applications that
use environment maps as a backdrop may find small
errors acceptable. Shading of virtual geometry that is
not completely specular and smooth will also not be
adversely affected by these errors.
One of the problems facing environment map construction is the changing exposure and white balance
of automatically adjusting cameras. As a camera moves
from a bright region to a darker one, or vice-versa, it
takes some amount of time to adjust to the new illumination, which means that revisiting the same portion of
a scene may result in different pixels values than were
previously acquired. This problem is evident when the
camera is re-swept over a region, and the border between the old and new data is clearly visible due to
brightness and hue differences. In low dynamic range
environments, such as an office with fluorescent lighting
that creates significant ambient illumination, the camera’s automatic adjustment can be turned off with no ill
effects (see Figure 1). However, in high dynamic range
environments such as outdoors or indoors with very localized light sources, the automatic exposure adjustment
is important for tracking because it ensures that the image features always have good contrast. Over or under
exposure will reduce the quality of the computed optical flow, hurting tracking performance. Alternately, if
a camera supports reading the adjusted parameters perframe, a color model can be fit to these parameters that
would allow manual normalization of the images on the
CPU or GPU, so the tracking can always have an optimal exposure image, while the environment map always
has normalized intensities. Unfortunately, our cameras
do not support this feature.

are image noise and distractions in the scene.

6.1. Motion Blur
Motion blur is caused by the camera moving too
quickly within the scene, stretching point features into
lines across the frame. Theoretically, the maximum rate
of rotation that can be tracked is limited by the camera’s
field of view and the framerate. For our testing setup,
we used a 51◦ field of view camera and had a framerate of 10Hz. If half the image needs to remain in the
field of view between consecutive frames for tracking to
succeed, then that results in a theoretical maximum angular velocity of 255◦ per second. Realistically, motion
blur causes optical flow to fail at much lower speeds. In
practice, we find that angular velocities of up to 60◦ per
second can be tracked by the frame to frame tracking,
while landmark tracking is successful at angular velocities of up to 30◦ per second. The reasons for the slower
maximum for landmark tracking are that the landmarks
require features to be tracked successfully for a number of consecutive frames before they can be promoted
to landmark status, and that the blurring decreases the
quality of the computed SURF descriptor, which interferes with reinitialization. The most effective way to
increase the maximum trackable angular velocity is to
lower the camera’s exposure time, reducing the motion
blur effect. High speed cameras and brightly illuminated
scenes will both improve this result.

6.2. Camera Translation
Translation error is introduced because the assumption that the camera rotates about its optical center is
not correct, especially for hand-held or head-worn cameras. To quantify the effect this has on the tracking, we
can estimate the relationship between translation and
measured rotation. Let p be a 3D point at the center of
the camera image plane at distance n from the camera,
corresponding to a 3D point P that is distance D from
the camera. If the camera undergoes a translation of
distance T , perpendicular to the viewing direction, then
the point P will appear to move T in the opposite direction (in camera coordinates), becoming Q, with corresponding image plane point q. See Figure 7 for an
illustration. The distance the point in the image plane
will have appeared to move is

6. Error Analysis
In scenes with good conditions for vision-based
tracking (with sufficient texture for optical flow and
enough coherent motion for RANSAC), the most significant sources of error are due to motion blur and
translation of the camera. Other contributing factors

pq =
9

nT
D

(1)

If the camera had instead rotated by θ degrees about an
axis perpendicular to the viewing direction, the distance
between p and q would instead be
pq = n tan θ

test pivot scene measured error predicted error
(cm) (m)
A

(2)

T
D

(3)

Pure translation is unlikely, however. More likely is that
the camera will rotate about a point that is not the optical
center, which will cause both rotation and translation
simultaneously (see Figure 8). Assume the pivot about
which the camera rotates is distance d in front of the
camera’s optical center (negative values of d mean the
pivot is behind the optical center). Then for a rotation
of θ , the translation of the camera T will be
T = 2d sin
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Fig. 7. Comparison of camera translation and rotation on scene
features. Left to right: (a) As the camera undergoes translation T ,
point P in the scene moves the same distance. The corresponding
projected points p and q show the motion of the feature in the
image. (b) Point q can also be generated by rotating the camera
through angle θ .

(5)

For small values of θ , sin θ ≈ 1 and for small values of
x, tan−1 x ≈ x. Therefore, for small rotations,
2d
D

1

Q

This translation T will cause an additional rotation measurement of δ θ , and total measured rotation θm

θm ≈ θ +

3.5

n

θ
2

θm = θ + δ θ = θ + tan−1

(deg)

6
Table 2
Measured and estimated errors for real tests with a camera rotating
through a full circle about a pivot point offset from its optical center,
in a nearby scene. The error is the yaw value of the orientation
(pitch and tilt were negligible) when the camera is returned to the
initial orientation.

Therefore, for a translation T , the apparent rotation θ
can be computed as

θ = tan−1

(deg)

T

(6)
d

The significance of this approximation is that the error is based only on the ratio of the distances from the
pivot to the camera and the camera to the 3D feature.
This result was confirmed with synthetic experiments,
in which an off-center virtual camera was rotated within
a set of points spaced 5◦ apart on a 10m sphere. The
camera’s pivot-offset was varied from 5mm to 5m, and
it underwent 360 1◦ rotations in each configuration. Results can be seen in Figure 9, which roughly agrees with
the predicted model.
In real world scenarios, indoor scenes tend to range
between 2m and 10m from the camera, versus outdoor
scenes which range between 5m and 100m. For handheld cameras, an offset of 20cm is reasonable, in which
case the synthetic test results estimate total error (after
a full circle) on the order of 1◦ indoors, versus 0.1◦
degrees outdoors. A camera on a tripod has an offset of
5cm or less, which results in errors of 0.1◦ indoors or
0.01◦ outdoors.
To further confirm these results, controlled real world
scenarios were measured with different camera pivot

θ
pivot

Fig. 8. Induced translation from rotation of the camera about a pivot
point that is offset from the optical center.

offsets. The camera was set on a tripod surrounded by
real objects (walls and chairs) a known distance away.
The camera was then slowly rotated through a full circle
and the final error was measured. Data can be seen in
Table 2.
Aside from the fact that the translation error model
over-predicts the error, the measured errors are partially
smaller than expected due to the difficulty in ensuring
that features are only chosen from near-scene objects.
In portions of the constructed scene, far field objects
were partially visible and some features ended up in
those regions, meaning they did not exhibit the expected
parallax of the near field objects. This has the effect of
lessening the measurement error per-frame.
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Fig. 9. Error in rotation measurements in synthetic test of off-center
rotation inside a 10m sphere. Error is the average over 360 1◦
rotations.
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Fig. 10. Average error in the computed absolute orientation during
1◦ rotations versus pixel noise added in to feature positions.

6.3. Image Noise

0.25
Stationary
Rotating

Noisy image data and motion blur both have the effect
of randomly perturbing the detected positions of each
image feature. To measure the impact of these sources
of error, Gaussian noise was added to feature positions
before running different components of the tracking. In
each test, the camera was first held stationary for 360
frames, and then rotated by 360 1◦ increments in a synthetic scene consisting of features 10m away and 5◦
apart from one another. The average error in detected rotation was measured versus the amount of noise added.
First, the absolute orientation computation was tested
in isolation (see Figure 10). The error increases roughly
linearly with the magnitude of the noise in the feature
tracking. This is the expected behavior, as the orientation computation generates the optimal rotation for
the entire set of features, and random noise in the input points will directly translate to random noise in the
output rotation. Because these errors are random, they
will not systematically affect the orientation estimate,
but they will cause it to drift over time.
The second test measured RANSAC’s performance at
finding a coherent estimate under noisy conditions (see
Figure 11). The error in orientation increases faster than
for absolute orientation by itself, because RANSAC is
likely to find a subset of the features that move coherently (in some random direction) and use them exclusively for the estimate. Therefore, in the case where increased image noise is expected, the RANSAC match
threshold should be adjusted to allow for the expected
random motion of features. Since in general the feature
tracking provides subpixel accuracy, the default match
threshold is set to the number of degrees spanned by
one pixel, which has performed well empirically.

Error(degrees)
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1
1.5
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2

Fig. 11. Average error in the coherent RANSAC rotation estimate
during 1◦ rotations versus pixel noise added in to feature positions,
simulating the effect of noisy or motion blurred images.

6.4. Distractions
Large distractions that move in the video independently of the camera motion (people, cars, etc.) can interfere with the orientation computation if they overwhelm RANSAC’s ability to ignore outliers. To test the
performance with large distractions, significant coherent noise (standard deviation of 10 pixels, randomly
chosen per-frame) was added to a random subset of the
features in each frame before the coherent rotation estimation step.
The results of this test can be seen in Figure 12. The
effect of outliers is nearly negligible up until a certain percentage, at which point it increases dramatically.
This is the expected behavior for the RANSAC algorithm – outliers can be discarded without affecting the
estimate until there are so many outliers that a dominant
set of inliers cannot be found. Once that threshold is
reached, it is likely that RANSAC will converge on the
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1

ronment maps is that it creates visible discontinuities
between frames that are spatially adjacent but not temporally adjacent. In our experience, registration errors
on the order of 0.5-1◦ create distracting artifacts in the
final environment map. Therefore, the sources of error
for a scene need to be mitigated so the total accumulated
error is less than 1◦ . For indoor scenes, this requires
the use of a tripod (or careful hand-held rotation). The
RANSAC parameters need to be adjusted to accommodate the expected levels of image noise and distractions.
With these considerations, we have been able to achieve
sufficient accuracy for environment acquisition in both
indoor and outdoor scenes (see Figures 1, 15, 16, and
17).
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Fig. 12. Average error in the measured rotation during 1◦ rotations
versus portion of features with significant coherent noise added,
simulating the effect of large distractions in the scene.

7. Alternative Landmarks
incorrect set of coherent motion. This possible failure
mode will occur when a single object, such as a nearby
person or a moving car, occludes most of the camera’s
field of view. More likely in dynamic scenes is that a
large number of small distractions will be present in
the scene, each with their own motion. In this case, so
long as the percentage of inlier features is still above the
RANSAC threshold, the correct estimate is still most
likely to be found. For scenes with more dynamic content, the RANSAC threshold should be adjusted accordingly.

SURF features were selected to use as landmark descriptors because of their robustness to changes in the
scene (rotation, illumination, etc.). However, because
of their significant performance penalty, we examined
alternative descriptors. One of the main useful aspects
of SURF (and SIFT and similar descriptors) is their robustness against viewpoint changes, but for panorama
creation the viewpoint is static, so less complex descriptors can be considered as replacements.
We used texture patches to compare with SURF descriptors. A texture patch is a small square of pixels
copied out of the video image, centered on the feature
position, and stored in a 1D array. Pixels are sampled
from the video with bilinear interpolation. We experimented with patch sizes ranging from 11x11 to 25x25,
but did not see significant performance differences in
them and settled on 25x25.
To provide some robustness against global illumination changes, the array is scaled so the maximal element equals 1. To further provide robustness against rotation along the viewing direction, patches are always
extracted at an orientation that matches the global up
vector. This way, regardless of the orientation of the
camera when it extracts a patch, it will always get the
same descriptor. The twist angle used is from the camera’s current estimated orientation, since landmark extraction happens after the rest of the orientation update
has completed.
Texture patch similarity is computed as

6.5. Summary
In practice, the largest overall source of error is from
translation of the camera, especially in the case of handheld camera motion. Adequate illumination and slow
camera motion make image noise insignificant, and with
a wide field of view camera (50◦ or greater), lack of texture is rarely a problem. In crowded areas, distractions
can be a problem if there is not enough static imagery
visible in each frame.
Tracking error impacts the ability of the landmark
features to correct for drift in long acquisitions. Landmark reacquisition searches for features within a region around the expected position of the landmark. The
default search region has a radius of 15 pixels, which
roughly corresponds to an error of 1◦ . If the accumulated tracking error is less than this region, then landmarks can be reacquired and will correct the error, enabling long-term tracking without drift. If the expected
tracking error is greater then the search radius should
be increased to ensure that landmarks can still be reacquired.
The impact of tracking error on the acquired envi-

f (x, y) = 1 −

1 n
∑ (xi − yi )2
n i=1

(7)

where n is the number of pixels in the patches and x
and y are length n descriptor arrays in the range [0,1].
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This is a slight variation on the standard sum of squared
distances, adjusted so that a value of 1 means exactly
alike and smaller numbers mean more dissimilar.

1

7.1. Performance
DescriptorSimilarity

0.9

The texture patch descriptors are a dramatic speed
improvement over SURF. On our 2.1GHz AMD Athlon
CPU, computing SURF landmarks takes a total of
40.1ms per frame, whereas texture patches take 0.4ms.
The two order of magnitude improvement comes partially from the simplicity of the texture patch features,
as well as the integral image computation that is part
of the SURF algorithm and is a significant overhead
for small numbers of features per image. Indeed, the
enhancements made to the SURF algorithm are geared
towards the use case of computing many features in
a single frame, whereas the scenario in Envisor is to
compute a few features every couple frames.
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Fig. 13. Average similarity of between original descriptors and descriptors computed with different amounts of pixel intensity noise
added, simulating the effect of image noise on landmark reacquisition.

7.2. Analysis
1

It is worthwhile to examine how image conditions
impact the different descriptors respectively, to see what
cost the speed improvement of the texture patch descriptors comes with. Towards this end, two experiments
were conducted, in which descriptors were acquired for
a number of points in an image with good quality, and
then the descriptors were reacquired under less ideal
conditions and the resulting similarity was measured.
Ideally a gradual falloff of similarity with image conditions would be found, which means that threshold parameters can be adjusted for conditions to achieve similar results.
In the first experiment, the second set of descriptors
are offset in a random direction by some pixel offset
before being reacquired. The results are in Figure 13. As
can be seen, both descriptors are unaffected for offsets
up to 0.5 pixels, but beyond that, SURF descriptors
drops quickly while texture patches fall off more slowly.
This slow fall off is likely because the sum of squared
distances metric will only contribute large differences
to the sum for edge pixels (near high gradients), which
will exhibit large differences for small offsets. Most
pixels however are in smoother regions and so will not
impact the similarity much.
The second experiment measures the effect image
noise has on descriptors by adding white noise to each
pixel intensity. The results are in Figure 14. While
SURF descriptors again drop off quickly, afterward
SURF and texture patches decline at the same rate. The
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Fig. 14. Average similarity of between original descriptors and descriptors computed with different amounts of pixel intensity noise
added, simulating the effect of image noise on landmark reacquisition.

high similarity values for small amounts of noise is a
desirable feature of the texture features, as camera data
always includes some low sensor noise, especially in
darker environments.
Normally, the SURF descriptor reacquisition threshold is set at 0.95. The data in Figure 14 shows how to
adjust this threshold to account for different levels of
expected image noise. Additionally, these experiments
show that texture patches require a higher threshold to
maintain similar probability of landmark reacquisition
as the SURF descriptors. In practice, setting the threshold to 0.98 yields tracking performance on par with
SURF descriptors on the same camera video.
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In this paper, we presented Envisor, an application for
the online and automatic creation of environment maps
as part of a wearable augmented reality system. The
two main contributions of Envisor are a modular orientation tracking algorithm that provides configurable,
long-term and drift-free tracking, and a technique for
using this tracked video feed to automatically create environment maps online. We have demonstrated the quality of Envisor’s results, and discussed the implications
of its performance in a variety of contexts.
To improve Envisor’s environment map construction,
we would like to find a camera that supports reading
the exposure parameters each frame, so we can implement an image normalization procedure and get good
tracking and good environment maps in high dynamic
range scenes. Long-term, we would like to extend these
techniques into 6DOF camera tracking and online scene
model building.
In the meantime, Envisor is another tool in the growing toolbox of Anywhere Augmentation technologies.
It allows users with standard hardware to quickly acquire useful information about their environment, enabling experimentation with more advanced augmented
reality techniques.
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